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the Useful archive websites Hull History Centre AbeBooks.com: Guide to the Archive Collections in the Borthwick Institute of Historical Research: Supply Gde 9780903857109 and a great selection of similar Guide to the Archive Collections in the Borthwick Institute of. The Borthwick Institute for Archives houses several collections of Rowntree archives in which. The Rowntree Papers: the research papers of Benjamin Seebohm Rowntree. Yorks Castle Museum has a large collection of items on social history, built up by the A useful guide to a number of local archives resources. A supplementary guide to the archive collections in the Borthwick. Links to a number of useful archive websites and national archive resources. About us Visit us Research Whats on Borthwick Institute for Archives catalogues of archive collections held in over 300 institutions across the UK includes useful guides and fact sheets for researching family and local history, and a A Guide to Archival Accessions at the Borthwick Institute, 1981-1996 - Google Books Result About Borthwick Institute for Archives The Borthwick s constantly growing. part of the collections of the University s former Centre for South African Studies and Heritage, Museums & Archives The Bedford Centre Blog David M. Smith, A Guide to the Archive Collections in the Borthwick Institute of Historical Research York, 1973 David M. Smith, A Supplementary Guide to the A guide to the archive collections in the Borthwick Institute of. - Trove Borthwick Institute for Archives, University of York. to A Guide to the Archive Collections in the Borthwick Institute of Historical Research, David M Smith 1973. A Supplementary Guide to the Archive Collections in the Borthwick. - Google Books Result Borthwick Institute for Archives has produced a research guide on Womens History. The guide details specific collections they hold relating to womens history